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Abstract

Knowledge of the variation and distribution of substrates at large spatial

extents in aquatic systems, particularly rivers, is severely lacking, impeding

species conservation and ecosystem restoration efforts. Air and space-borne

remote sensing important for terrestrial and atmospheric measurements are

limited in benthic environments due to river stage, turbidity, and canopy

cover, requiring direct observation of conditions in the field. Recreation-

grade side scan sonar (SSS) instruments, or fishfinders, have demonstrated

their unparalleled value as a low-cost scientific instrument capable of rapidly

imaging benthic environments due to the ease of deploying and operating the

instrument. However, existing methods for generating georeferenced datasets

from these instruments, including sonar mosaics and substrate maps, remains

a barrier of adoption for wider scientific inquiry due to the high degree of
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human-intervention and expertise required to generate these datasets. To

address this short-coming, we introduced PING-Mapper; an open-source

and freely available Python-based software for generating geospatial ben-

thic datasets from popular Humminbird® instruments reproducibly, with

minimal intervention from the user. The previously released Version 1.0

of the software provided automated workflows for exporting georeferenced

sonar imagery. This study extends functionality with Version 2.0 by incor-

porating semantic segmentation with deep neural network models to repro-

ducibly map substrates at large spatial extents. We present a novel approach

for generating label-ready sonar datasets, creating label-image training sets,

and model training with transfer learning; all with readily available open-

source tools. The substrate models, achieving overall accuracies of 78%,

are integrated into PING-Mapper v2.0, providing an automated workflow to

generate map substrate distribution anywhere. Additional workflows enable

masking sonar shadows, calculating independent bedpicks, and correcting at-

tenuation effects in the imagery to improve interpretability. This software

provides an improved mechanism for generating geospatial benthic datasets

from recreation-grade SSS systems, thereby lowering the barrier for inclusion

in wider aquatic research.
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1. Introduction

Surveying and mapping approaches for aquatic systems, particularly river-

scapes, have been increasingly investigated due to a recognized need for a

holistic perspective of these ecosystems (Torgersen et al., 2022). Traditional

point and transect based approaches are spatiotemporally limited and require

model-based approaches to interpolate between study sites (Peterson et al.,

2013; Brennan et al., 2016), resulting in smoothed depictions of aquatic char-

acteristics which fail to capture the nuance high-resolution datasets provide

(Carbonneau et al., 2012). High-resolution air- and space-based remote sens-

ing approaches have shown beneficial in locating sediment bars with satel-

lite imagery (Carbonneau and Bizzi, 2023) and imaging substrate from Un-

manned aerial vehicles (UAVs) (Myrvold and Kind Dervo, 2020). However,

these approaches require ideal conditions such as limited cloud cover at base-

flow or low altitude with transparent water, which limits their applicability

to all rivers due to highly dynamic conditions and settings.

Vessel-mounted sonar instruments, particularly side-scan sonar (SSS) (Chester-

man et al., 1958; Klein and Edgerton, 1968; Singh et al., 2000; Brown et al.,

2011), are a technology which effectively image large swaths (e.g., up to ≈

90 m total width at 455kHz (Kaeser et al., 2013)) of the benthos at high

resolutions. This technology was previously only available as sophisticated

survey-grade sonar systems, requiring large project budgets and extensive

technical expertise to operate. However, recreation-grade fishfinders, intro-

duced in 2005 (Humminbird® 981c), were quickly repurposed as scientific

instruments (Kaeser and Litts, 2008, 2010). This enabled high-resolution

surveys across the landscape (Kaeser et al., 2013) and a democratization of
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aquatic surveys with acoustics (Buscombe, 2017). While these systems lack

many of the features and positional accuracies of their survey-grade counter-

parts, they nevertheless have proven an effective tool for efficient imaging of

shallow aquatic systems at large spatial extents.

Recreation-grade SSS instruments have enabled scientists to manually

and semi-manually map the benthos. Applications include mapping large

wood (Kaeser and Litts, 2008; Holcomb et al., 2020), substrate (Kaeser

and Litts, 2010; Kaeser et al., 2013; Cheek et al., 2016; Walker and Alford,

2016; Scholl et al., 2021), meso-habitats (Smit and Kaeser, 2016; Kaeser

et al., 2019), fish abundance (Bollinger and Kline, 2017; Lawson et al., 2020;

Wolfenkoehler et al., 2023), and aquatic vegetation (Bennett et al., 2020).

These rich datasets come at a high cost, however. The highly specialized

task of delineating and classifying features from sonar mosaics, particularly

substrate, largely remains a manual and time-consuming task undertaken by

a human, making these approaches prone to mapping variability and classi-

fication errors at large spatial extents. An accurate, fast, reproducible, and

automated approach for substrate mapping is the next phase in repurposing

recreation-grade SSS systems for mapping aquatic environments.

There has been an increase in automated approaches to classifying SSS

datasets in recent years, showing potential for efficient and reproducible ben-

thic mapping. Unsupervised approaches to calculating texture metrics from

the imagery have been made available in open-source toolsets (Buscombe

et al., 2016; Buscombe, 2017; Hamill et al., 2018), however it is unclear how

texture relates to substrate. Supervised approaches, particularly deep learn-

ing for semantic segmentation, have recently been used to characterize SSS
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datasets collected with survey-grade and recreation-grade sonar instruments

(Steiniger et al., 2022). Deep learning based approaches have included seg-

menting the water column (Zheng et al., 2021), prominent lines (Wu et al.,

2019; Wang et al., 2020), discriminating objects from sonar shadows and

background (Song et al., 2021), sand waves (Yu et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019;

Nian et al., 2021), and seagrass and potholes (Rahnemoonfar and Dobbs,

2019). However, only four of these studies are focused on benthic habitat and

primarily consider binary classifications, limiting their application to hetero-

geneous habitats. Additionally, the models and datasets are not open-source,

impeding community-driven application and refinement of these approaches.

The first step towards efficient reproducibility came with the release

of PING-Mapper v1.0 (Bodine et al., 2022; Bodine and Buscombe, 2022),

an open-source software which transforms sonar recordings collected with

Humminbird® side imaging systems into georefrenced datasets with minimal

intervention from the user. It is compatible with any existing Humminbird®

model and exports geometrically corrected sonar image mosaics that can be

viewed and analyzed in any geographic information system (GIS) software.

In this study, we present a new release of PING-Mapper v2.0 (Bodine and

Buscombe, 2023a) which incorporates deep neural network models that au-

tomatically locate and mask sonar shadows, calculate independent bedpicks

from both side-scan channels, and classify substrates at the pixel level. We

will discuss the method for generating label-ready sonar images, the creation

of pixel-wise substrate labels, model training, model evaluation, creation of

substrate maps from model predictions, and opportunities for improvement.
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2. Materials and methods

Sonogram visual interpretation and manual mapping is the state-of-the-

art for mapping substrates in aquatic systems (Kaeser and Litts, 2010; Kaeser

et al., 2013), however these methods are tedious and not reproducible (Bus-

combe et al., 2016). The primary objective of this study is to train deep

learning models for automated and reproducible semantic segmentation of

substrates and bedforms visible in side-scan sonar imagery. In semantic seg-

mentation, pixel-wise labels, encoded as integers, are predicted from image

pixel values (Buscombe and Goldstein, 2022). These models require many

image-label pairs to train. Open-source datasets of SSS imagery and sub-

strate labels are not available (Steiniger et al., 2022), therefore this study first

created the datasets using open-source software (i.e., PING-Mapper (Bod-

ine and Buscombe, 2022), Doodler (Buscombe et al., 2022), and Make Sense

(Skalski, 2019)) from recreation-grade sonar datasets collected on the Pearl

and Pascagoula river systems in Mississippi. Segmentation models were then

fit to the datasets with Segmentation Gym (Buscombe and Goldstein, 2022).

Finally, automated mapping routines were added to PING-Mapper v2.0 (Bo-

dine and Buscombe, 2023a), providing an efficient and reproducible substrate

mapping workflow requiring minimal human-interaction. The following sec-

tions provide additional detail.

2.1. Side-scan sonar overview

Side-scan sonar is an acoustic technology used to image benthic environ-

ments. A pole-mounted transducer fixed to the bow (Kaeser et al., 2013) or

attached to a towfish emits a high-frequency (approx. 400-1,200 kHz) pulse,
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Figure 1: Methods overview diagram for 1) creating label-ready dataset; 2) creating the

substrate labels; 3) substrate model training and evaluation; 4) final model training; and

5) integrating the automated substrate mapping workflow in PING-Mapper. The color of

the rectangular boxes indicate the open-source method used, the diamonds indicate where

data quality were qualitatively checked, the gray ovals indicate the trained models, and

the orange cylinders show the datasets generated from this study.
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or ping, to the port and starboard side of a moving vessel (see Figure 1 in

Buscombe (2017)). As the vessel moves, sound pulses are repeatedly gener-

ated and returns from the bed, or backscatter, are recorded (Blondel, 2009).

Humminbird® side-scan systems convert the backscatter to 8-bit unsigned

integers [0-255]. Stacking the integers in a time series results in an image

showing the water column at nadir, bed, and acoustic shadows. This image

is referred to here as a sonogram. With the position information measured

by an internal or external GPS and assumptions concerning the sonar beam

pattern (Buscombe, 2017), the sonogram can be warped to the vessel track,

resulting in a georectified mosaic of the aquatic system (Bodine et al., 2022).

2.2. Data collection

Sonar surveys were conducted on rivers in the Pearl and Pascagoula wa-

tersheds in Mississippi, USA (Figure 2) by staff from the University of Mis-

sissippi (USM) Estuarine and Movement Ecology Lab (EMEL) and the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Panama City, FL. Survey data were col-

lected with four Humminbird® Solix 12 Chirp Mega SI+ G2 during periods

of high discharge, typically late winter and spring months, in 2021-2023. An

operating frequency of 1,200 kHz was used, except in rare cases when water

conditions were not appropriate (i.e., high turbidity or aeration), in which

case the frequency was switched to 455 kHz. A summary of the data collected

is presented in Table 1.

2.3. Image-label dataset creation

The following sections detail the creation of image-label datasets used to

train, validate, and test semantic segmentation models.
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Figure 2: Coverage of side-scan sonar data collected on the Pearl and Pascagoula water-

sheds in Mississippi, USA.
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River Field

Days

Duration Distance Sonar Return

Count

Avg.

Speed

Avg.

Range

Avg.

Depth

[hh:mm] [km] [km/h] [m] [m]

Pearl 14 84:29 853.2 1.69× 1010 10.2 33.6 4.1

Bogue Chitto 7 17:13 153.4 2.63× 108 9.0 28.1 2.0

Pascagoula 2 08:18 81.4 1.50× 109 9.8 42.8 3.0

Leaf 7 29:01 268.3 4.81× 109 9.3 34.1 2.4

Bouie 2 03:40 32.7 5.35× 108 9.0 25.6 2.4

Chickasawhay 4 27:19 259.8 4.87× 109 9.5 40.6 4.2

Chunky 3 02:48 28.6 4.05× 108 10.5 27.1 3.9

Total/Avg. 38 132 172:18 1674.5 9.8 34.5 3.6

Table 1: Summary of sonar surveys conducted in the Pearl and Pascagoula watersheds in

Mississippi, USA. Note that the range (per-side) is reported rather than the swath (total

width).

2.3.1. Dataset masking and cropping

Prior to creating the substrate dataset, two filtering steps were under-

taken to speed and simplify label generation on a subset of the available

sonograms: 1) masking water column and cropping to minimum depth, and

2) locating sonar shadow regions caused by the river bank and cropping the

sonogram to the maximum extent of the bed. Raw SSS sonograms have

returns, or pixels, from three main sources: 1) the water column at nadir;

2) substrates and objects on the bed; and 3) shadows caused by objects,

bedforms, and from the river bank. The sonar recordings used in this study

are from dynamic river environments which have highly variable depths and

widths (Table 1). These factors influence high variation in the quality of the

sonograms, including the proportion of pixels from the bed compared to those
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from the water column and shadows. Therefore, sonograms were masked and

cropped to maximize the proportion of bed pixels in the sonogram.

The depth measured by the sonar sensor is typically used to locate the

water-bed interface and remove water column pixels (Cobra et al., 1992),

however, these depth estimates are prone to errors (Zheng et al., 2021). Ad-

ditionally, there is no information available on the sonar system to locate and

mask shadows. Therefore, masks were manually created. First, sonar record-

ings from the Pearl, Bogue Chitto, Leaf, Bouie, and Chickesawahay were

processed with PING-Mapper (Bodine and Buscombe, 2022) and sonogram

tiles (500 pings x sonar range) with the water column present (WCP) were

exported. Port and starboard sonogram pairs were randomly sub-sampled,

resulting in 2,000 sonograms for labeling. Make Sense (Skalski, 2019), an

open-source browser-based software, was used for generating vector labels

for the sonograms (Figure 3). A single polygon was delineated around the

pixels from the bed, leaving the water column (top) and shadows caused

by the river bank (bottom) un-labeled. Pixel indices of the polygon coor-

dinates were exported to JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) files. Scripts

were written to convert the polygon into binary labels, classified as water

column or shadows (0), and bed (1). Depth and shadow models (see Section

2.4.1) where trained using the water column and shadow labels, respectively.

2.3.2. Label-ready sonograms

Workflows were added to PING-Mapper to export label-ready sonograms

used for annotating the substrate labels. PING-Mapper processes sonar

recordings based on a user-provided chunk size which indicates the batch

size, or number of pings, which will be loaded into memory at once (Bodine
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a) Sonogram b) Label creation in MakeSense.ai c) Final label

Figure 3: Depth and shadow label generation with MakeSense.ai. Panel a shows the raw

sonogram (height = range setting, 1308 pixels; width = 500 pixels), panel b shows the

delineation of a polygon around non-water column pixels, and panel c shows the final label

after conversion to raster where the black pixels at the top are water column labels, white

are bed labels, and black at the bottom are shadow labels.
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et al., 2022). A default of 500 pings was used, which is the width, in pixels,

of the sonogram shown in panel a of Figure 3. The range, or height of the

sonogram in pixels, depends on the range set during the survey and is there-

fore variable. For each chunk, PING-Mapper uses the depth model to predict

the depth of each ping in the sonogram. Water column pixels are masked

using the depth predictions, and the top of the sonogram is cropped to the

minimum depth. Second, shadows are predicted using the shadow model.

Shadow patches which touch the far range are used to locate the farthest

return from the bed, and the bottom of the sonogram is cropped to this

range. This process speeds up substrate labeling by reducing the number of

classes and pixels to annotate by removing non-substrate (i.e., water column,

shadow) pixels through masking and cropping. The width of the sonograms

is compressed compared to the height because the width does not account

for distance traveled by the vessel. Therefore, in the final processing step,

the width of each chunk is rescaled by the along-track distance covered by

the vessel, resulting in an aspect ratio which is more representative of the

distances the width and height cover. This step aids the interpretation of

the sonogram, allowing refined annotation of small substrate patches. For

reference, a speed-corrected sonogram is shown in Figure 5.

Label-ready sonograms from the port and starboard channels were ex-

ported from all available sonar recordings, totaling ∼30,800 files. The sono-

grams were visually reviewed and those which had inaccurate water column

removal or cropping were removed from consideration. The remaining files

were assessed as to the type and variety of substrates present. A total of

∼3,700 files were selected for substrate labeling.
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2.3.3. Substrate identification

Gulf coastal plain rivers are typically dominated by sand, particularly

in lower reaches, while rocky substrates are generally isolated to upper ex-

tents (Ward et al., 2005). This study sought to distinguish fine substrates

(i.e., sand, silt, and mud) from rocky substrates (i.e., gravel, cobble, boulder,

bedrock). Visual identification of substrates from sonograms is a non-trivial

process requiring experience and field validation. Sonar intensity, texture,

and context are taken into account during interpretation to identify homo-

geneous patches with uniform signatures indicating different substrate types

(Kaeser et al., 2013). Several examples are shown in Figure 4). Fine sub-

strates (i.e., sand) form rippled and duned bedforms casting shadows and

tone variations. Coarse fine substrates (i.e., gravel, small cobble) form homo-

geneous, smooth bedforms, bright image tones, and are located on point-bars,

deep pools, and adjacent to patches of rocky substrates. Rocky substrates

(i.e., large cobble, boulder) are large enough to resolve individual objects ow-

ing to the sonar shadows they cast. Hard bottom substrates (i.e., bedrock,

consolidated clay) have highly variable textures and edges with variable pixel

intensities.

The Bouie, Leaf, and Chunky rivers were visited in September 2022 to

validate sonar interpretation. Prior to the field visit, sonar mosaics were

processed with PING-Mapper and loaded into geographic information system

(GIS) software. Mosaics were visually examined in conjunction with field

photos, notes and satellite imagery. Gravel, cobble, boulder, hard bottom,

or uncertain substrate patches were flagged with a point or polygon. Flagged

locations and sonar mosaics were loaded onto a tablet and were visited in the
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field. Substrates were examined by diving, prodding with a pole, or touch and

compared with the sonar mosaic. Notes on substrate classification, context,

adjacent substrate and photos were taken at each location. This information

provided confirmation that gravel (Figures 4a-4b), cobble/boulder (Figures

4c-4d), and hard bottom (Figures 4e-4f) could be reliably interpreted in most

situations. Once substrates were reliably identified, substrate labels were

generated.

2.3.4. Substrate labeling

Doodler (Buscombe et al., 2022) is an open-source interface for quickly

generating labels from sparse annotations provided by a human. The human

annotates pixels belonging to classes of interest, provided in an auxilary file,

in a browser-based graphical user interface (GUI). For each image, the as-

sociated doodles are used to fit a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) (Bishop,

2006) model, resulting in pixel-wise probabilistic classification, and addition-

ally refined with a fully connected conditional random field (CRF) (Kumar

and Hebert, 2006). For each label-ready sonogram, homogeneous patches of

sonar pixels belonging to substrate classes of interest (Table 2) were visually

identified and manually annotated with the corresponding substrate class,

resulting in pixel-wise substrate label for all the label-ready sonograms (see

2.3.2). An example of a label-ready sonogram, Doodles, and final label are

shown in Figure 5. All labels were annotated by C.S. Bodine who has over

5 years of experience of visually identifying substrates from recreation-grade

sonar imagery, manually delineating and mapping substrate boundaries, and

validating substrate maps in the field. A final visual quality assessment of

the labeled sonograms identified labels which were unintentionally misclassi-
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(a) Gravel. (b) Sonar mosaic of gravel.

(c) Cobble and boulder. (d) Sonar mosaic of cobble and boulder.

(e) Bedrock shelf with boulders. (f) Sonar mosaic of bedrock shelf with boulders.

Figure 4: Field photos and sonar mosaic of gravel 4a-4b, cobble-boulder 4c-4d, and bedrock

4e-4f.
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Class Substrate Description

Fines - Rippled Sand Sonogram patches with clearly visible ripples.

Fines - Flat
Gravel, potentially

sand, silt or mud

Sonogram patches with smooth bedform and

homogeneous texture.

Cobble / Boulder

Cobble and boulder

chunks composed of

rock, bank mate-

rial, or hard clay

Sonogram patches with discernible objects

which cast shadows.

Hard bottom
Hard clay and

bedrock

Sonogram patches with variable textures,

edges, and sonar intensities.

Wood
Large tree trunks

and branches

Sonogram patches with linear, branching fea-

tures with shadows.

Other
Unsure, cultural,

etc.

Sonogram patches where substrate cannot be

inferred, or are constructed such as bridge pil-

ings.

Table 2: Substrate classification scheme for sonogram label generation and modeling.

fied, or those which the Doodler model output failed to accurately capture

substrate patches. The final training set consists of ∼2,750 sonogram and

label pairs (Bodine, 2023). Of the 3.16 × 1010 sonar returns in the entire

dataset (see Table 1), a total of 5.30× 108 (1.7%) of the dataset was labeled,

which is ∼2.2 km2 instream area.

2.4. Model training

In supervised machine and deep learning, models are trained on datasets

in order to learn a function f(x) = y where x is a set of inputs, or features,

and y is the output, or label (Murphy, 2012). The datasets are randomly
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Figure 5: Substrate label generation process. The raw sonogram is loaded into Doodler,

classes are visually interpreted and annotated with doodles, and the doodles are used to

train a model to segment the remaining pixels.

split into a training and test set. The training set is subset into train and

validation subsets. Over a series iterations, or epochs, the images in the

train subset are passed to the model which learns to map the inputs to the

outputs. Learned parameters, or weights, are updated by optimizing the

distribution of accuracy metrics on the validation set (i.e., calculating pixel-

wise agreement between the model prediction and label) through the use of a

loss function. To avoid over-fitting and ensure the model will generalize well

to new datasets, predictions are made on the images in the validation set and

compared to their labels which are used to update various hyper-parameters

including learning rate.

Segmentation Gym is a pipeline for quickly prototyping segmentation

models for the geosciences (Buscombe and Goldstein, 2022). A menu of

model architectures are available, including tunable hyper-parameters spec-

ified in a configuration file. A script to generate model-ready datasets is

provided to transform image and label pairs into a structure the software
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expects by; a) standardizing the imagery, b) resizing the files to a common

target size, c) sub-setting the datasets into train and validation sets, and d)

undergoing a series of augmentation steps to transform the data (flipping,

rotating, shifting, etc.). Only the train subset underwent data augmentation

to ensure there was no leak of validation data into the train set. Once the

model-ready datasets are generated, they are passed to Segmentation Gym

to train the models. Segmentation Gym utilizes a varying learning rate set

deterministically as a function of training epoch, with minimum and maxi-

mum specified as a hyper-parameter. The learning rate is initially set at the

minimum, quickly increases to the maximum, then decays exponentially, al-

lowing slow convergence to an optimum (see Buscombe and Goldstein (2022)

for detailed explanation). The following subsections provide additional de-

tail.

2.4.1. Depth and shadow models

This study is focused on predicting and mapping substrate, therefore pix-

els belonging to non-substrate pixels, such as the water column at nadir and

sonar shadows, are masked to ensure they are not mistakenly misclassified

as a substrate. Depth and shadow models were trained with the image-label

dataset masks (Section 2.3.1) to automatically segment and mask the water

column and sonar shadows.

The depth modeling workflow follows several procedures outlined in (Zheng

et al., 2021). First, the port and starboard scans are merged into 500 ping

sonograms. The merged sonograms were converted into a three-band image

by stacking the mirrored image and the average of the original and mirrored

image. The three-band sonogram was then randomly cropped, up to the
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maximum depth, to create datasets with varying proportion of pixels belong-

ing to the water column. This increases the total number of datasets used

for training and produces images closer to the target size used for training

(512 x 512 pixels), ensuring accurate bedpicks. The image-label pairs were

converted to model-ready datasets using utilities available in Segmentation

Gym. A series of width and height shifts were made to further augment the

imagery. A total of ∼6,500 datasets were created for model training and

validation.

The depth model was trained with a Residual UNet architecture. The

UNet (Ronneberger et al., 2015) is a fully convolutional (no fully connected

layers) architecture which utilizes four convolutional ”blocks” made up of

convolutional and batch normalization layers, connected by ReLu activations

with the option to add dropout layers. The Residual UNet adds residual

connections (Drozdzal et al., 2016) which aid information flow (Zhang et al.,

2018; Liu et al., 2019; Nagi et al., 2021). Hyperparameters were set based

on previous experience including a kernal size of 3, stride of 2, 8 filters per

convolutional block, no dropout, categorical cross-entropy loss function, a

varying learning rate of 1e−7 − 1e−4 (Buscombe and Goldstein, 2022). The

model was fit over 35 epochs, with an early stopping criteria of 10 epochs

specified to avoid overfitting. The model achieved a train and validation loss

of 0.01 and 0.02, respctively, and train and validation mean IoU (see Section

3 for more information) of 0.99 and 0.98, respectively.

Model-ready datasets for the shadow model were created by first masking

the water column with the depth mask and cropping to the minimum depth.

This ensures water column pixels are not mistakenly classified as shadow.
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A total of ∼3,100 datasets were made after applying height and width shift

and horizontal flip augmentation. A Residual UNet model was trained with

a kernel size of 9, stride of 2, 6 filters per convolutional block, dropout of 0.1,

dice loss function, and varying learning rate of 1e−7 − 1e−4 (Buscombe and

Goldstein, 2022). The model was fit over 59 epochs, with an early stopping

criteria of 10 epochs specified to avoid overfitting. The model achieved a train

and validation loss of 0.02 and 0.03, respectively, and train and validation

mean IoU of 0.93 and 0.88, respectively.

2.4.2. Substrate model

Substrate models are trained using both raw and EGN sonograms (see

Section 2.5). Substrate labels were first made using the raw sonograms, as

outlined in Section 2.3. A new set of EGN sonograms were exported and

aligned to the existing substrate labels. This allows investigation of the im-

pact of normalizing on model predictions. The sonogram-label dataset is

class imbalanced (Fines Ripple: 38.0%; Hard Bottom: 25.3%; Fines Flat:

24.8%; Cobble Boulder: 4.4%; Other: 3.8%; Wood: 3.6%), therefore a strat-

ified sample based on proportion of each substrate present in a given label so

that each class is represented in the train, validation, and test subset (Kubat,

2017). Through hashing, a strataID was assigned to each label, and coded

based on the proportion of each class: ’L’ < 10%; 10% < ’M’ <= 50%; and

’H’ > 50%. To limit the total unique combinations, only Fines - Rippled,

Fines - Flat, and Wood were coded individually. Cobble / Boulder and Hard

bottom were combined and coded. The strataID also indicated which river

the sample was from, as the datasets represent 7 different rivers in two water-

sheds in Mississippi (Bouie: 49.5%; Leaf: 40.2%; Pearl: 6.4%; Bogue Chitto:
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1.9%; Chickasawhay: 1.6%; Chunky: 0.4%).

The substrate model utilized the pre-trained SegFormer architecture (Xie

et al., 2021). SegFormer architecture consists of a Transformer encoder to

extract image features which are passed through a fully connected multilayer

perceptron. The implementation of SegFormer in Segmentation Gym utilize

the model architecture and pre-trained weights of the Xie et al. (2021) model

instance, which were originally fine-tuned on the large ADE20k dataset (Zhou

et al., 2019) at a resolution of 512x512 pixels. Through ‘transfer learning’

(Niu et al., 2020), the model originally trained for one segmentation task

was fine-tuned on the current task of segmenting substrates from sonograms.

A varying learning rate of 1e−8 − 1e−5 was used as a faster learning rate

did not minimize train and validation loss. Two five-fold cross-validation

experiments, discussed in Section 3, were used to assess model performance

and ensure that random train, validation, and test splits had no effect on

model performance. Following evaluation of the experiment, final Raw and

EGN models were fit using all available datasets without a hold-out test set.

The final Raw model was fit over 67 epochs, with an early stopping criteria

of 10 epochs specified to avoid overfitting. The Raw model achieved a train

and validation loss of 0.47 and 0.43, respectively, and train and validation

mean IoU of 0.86 and 0.83, respectively. The final EGN model was fit over

100 epochs and stopped as specified by the maximum number of allowed

epochs. The EGN model achieved a train and validation loss of 0.47 and 0.48,

respectively, and train and validation mean IoU of 0.85 and 0.82, respectively.
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2.5. Empirical Gain Normalization

Sonogram image quality degrades due to attenuation (loss of signal over

distance) and water conditions (turbidity, oxygenation, temperature, etc.).

This results in higher backscatter near nadir which degrades with increas-

ing range. Therefore, an approach for normalizing the imagery based on

range and incidence angle called Empirical Gain Normalization (Chesapeake

Technology Inc., 2023) was adapted and integrated into PING-Mapper. The

documentation (Chesapeake Technology Inc., 2023) lacked a formal definition

of the normalization procedure, therefore, it is described in detail here.

Ping returns, or acoustic backscatter intensity values, are stored in 8-bit

[0-255] encoding, b(x, y), where x and y are part of a rectangular coordinate

system, creating a monochrome 2D image, S[m,n] where m = 1...M and n =

1...N are image coordinates, with m representing the spanwise (horizontal)

coordinate and n representing the along-track vessel coordinate. Therefore

(Cobra et al., 1992; Buscombe, 2017),

S[m,n] = b(x, y)|x=xs[m,n],
y=ys[m,n]

(1)

Geometric corrections known as slant-range correction (Cobra et al., 1992)

are first applied to the backscatter. The height of the water column at

nadir, available in the sonar recording or automatically estimated (see Sec-

tion 2.4.1), is used to convert the slant-range to a planer range, assuming a

flat-bottom due to unknown depths across the swath. Taking the original

sonogram with the water column present, S̄[l, n], and the height of the wa-

ter column, h[n], the slant-range is converted to a planer range. Therefore

(Cobra et al., 1992),
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S[m,n] = S̄[l, n]|
l=
√

h2[n]+m2 (2)

form = 1...M and n = 1...N as described previously, and gaps in the data

following redistribution are filled via interpolation (Bodine and Buscombe,

2022). The global mean of the backscatter, A[m], along the vessel track n,

is calculated for each spanwise pixel m, resulting in a vector of means A.

Therefore,

A[m] =
1

N

N∑
n=1

S[m,n] (3)

The backscatter values in S[m,n] are subsequently normalized by dividing

each n-wise vector by A, resulting in a normalized matrix denoted Ŝ[m,n]

where m = 1...M and n = 1...N . Therefore,

Ŝ[m,n] =
S[m,n]

A[m]
(4)

The normalized backscatter values are rescaled to 8-bit values based on

the global minimum and maximum (Figure 6).

2.6. Automated substrate mapping

Both of the substrate models (Raw and EGN) were trained on non-

rectified sonograms. Automated substrate mapping workflows were inte-

grated into PING-Mapper v2.0 (Bodine and Buscombe, 2023a). Once a sonar

recording from a Humminbird® has been decoded, substrate classes are pre-

dicted from either the raw sonar intensities or EGN sonar intensities, using

the respective substrate model, and exported to a zipped Numpy file (npz).

The npz stores the model outputs for each substrate class based on the chunk.
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(a) Raw backscatter. (b) EGN backscatter.

Figure 6: Example of georectified mosaics or Raw backscatter (6a) and Empirical Gain

Normalized (EGN) backscatter with sonar shadows masked (6b).

For each pixel, the model outputs a vector of real numbers of size N where N

is the number of substrate classes. The vector is normalized into a probabil-

ity distribution of likelihoods [0-1.0] that is proportional to the exponentials

of the model outputs using Tensorflow’s (Abadi et al., 2015) softmax func-

tion. The final classification for a given pixel is the argmax of the likelihood

vector. The classification is then georectified into a raster using the same

workflows used to georectify sonar mosaics (Bodine et al., 2022), resulting in

seamless maps of substrate patches and associated classification (Figure 7).

An option for converting the raster substrate map into polygon shapefiles

is also provided in PING-Mapper, enabling end-user manual modification of

the substrate map in a GIS.
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Figure 7: Example of a location on the Chickasawhay River near Waynsboro, MS showing

sonar mosaics and mapped substrate predictions produced from the automated workflows

in PING-Mapper v2.0. Panel (a) shows the raw sonar mosaic; (b) the EGN sonar mosaic;

(c) the substrate map from the raw substrate model; and (d) the map from the EGN

substrate model.
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3. Model evaluation and results

Substrate model evaluation was carried to address two lines of inquiry

related to model performance. First, we examine how well the model pre-

dictions on hold-out test datasets compare with manually Doodled substrate

labels (see Section 2.3.4). Second, we examine how correcting the sono-

grams with EGN (see Section 2.5) and aligning the existing substrate labels

(Section 2.3.4) impacts model performance. Two five-fold cross-validation

experiments were used to assess these inquiries with the raw and EGN sono-

grams. A featureless model, which always predicts the most frequent class in

the training dataset (i.e., Rippled Fines or Soft), was included as a baseline

for comparison. The data were split such that each sonogram-label pair, of

the ∼2,750 pairs, appeared once in one of the five fold’s test sets based on the

stratified sample of the strataID (see Section 2.4.2). A stratified sample of

the remaining sonogram-label pairs was used to assign a pair to the train or

validation subsets based on a 40/60 split. Segmentation Gym was again used

to generate model-ready datasets (Buscombe and Goldstein, 2022). Only the

train subset was augmented to ensure that information from the validation

set would not leak into the train set.

Four pixel-wise accuracy metrics are used to evaluate model performance:

overall accuracy (OA), mean intersection over union (IoU), frequency-weighted

IoU (FwIoU, and Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC). OA is the num-

ber of correctly predicted pixels, true positive (TP) and true negative (TN)

over the total number of pixels. Mean IoU, defined as the average size of

the intersection divided by the size of the union between each class label and

prediction, is described by IoU = |Y ∩ Ŷ |/|Y | + |Ŷ | − |Y ∩ Ŷ |, where Y is
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Figure 8: 5-Fold cross validation accuracy metrics for each model (i.e., Featureless, Raw,

and EGN). The accuracy metric for each fold of a given model is shown as a point. The

top row shows the accuracy metrics for models which predict six classes and the bottom

row shows the metrics for predicting three grouped classes.

the label and Ŷ is the prediction. FwIoU accounts for class imbalance by

taking the weighted mean based on class frequency. MCC ranges from -1

(perfect prediction-label disagreement) to 1 (perfect prediction-label agree-

ment) where 0 indicates no relationship, and is given by (TP × TN − FP ×

FN)/(
√

(TP + FP )(TP + FN)(TN + FP )(TN + FN)), with TP (true pos-

itive), TN (true negative), FP (false positive), and FN (false negative). Fig-

ure 8 shows a comparison between models which predict all six substrate

classes and models which predict three classes of grouped substrate classes.

The remainder of this section describes the results in detail.

Overall accuracy metrics were calculated for the 6 substrate classes for

each model’s fold, and plotted as a point (Figure 8). Both the Raw and

EGN models outperformed a featureless baseline. On average, the featureless

model achieved an overall accuracy of 0.38, frequency weighted IoU of 0.38,

mean IoU of 0.06, and a Matthews Correlation Coefficient of 0.0. On average,
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the overall metrics for both datasets were nearly the same, achieving an

overall accuracy of 0.78, frequency weighted IoU of 0.67 and 0.66, Mean

IoU of 0.5, and Matthews Correlation Coefficient of 0.7. Accuracy metrics

were calculated for the 6 substrate classes from each fold’s test dataset and

model, and were combined into a confusion matrix for the raw test dataset

(Figure 9a) and EGN (Figure 9b) test datasets. Each column represents the

labeled (i.e. actual) class and each row is the predicted class. Each column

sums to 1.0, where each value along the column indicates the false-negative

rate. The diagonal in the confusion matrix represents the proportion of

correctly classified pixels, or precision. For the raw dataset, model prediction

accuracies ranged from 0.41-0.91 for each of the classes. The most common

classes in the dataset received the highest accuracies (Fines - Rippled: 0.91;

Hard Bottom: 0.80; Fines - Flat: 0.73). Cobble Boulder had a low accuracy

of 0.45 and was most commonly misclassified as Hard Bottom. Wood also

had a low accuracy of 0.45 and was most commonly misclassified as Fines

Flat. The EGN dataset largely had similar performance as the raw model.

It performed worse on Fines - Rippled (0.90) and Fines - Flat (0.71), but did

slightly better at predicting Cobble Boulder (0.46), Hard Bottom (0.82), and

Wood (0.48).

Combining the six substrate classes into three grouped classes showed im-

proved model metrics for the three models (Figure 8). The Fines - Rippled

and Fines - Flat classes were combined into a Soft substrate class, Cobble

Boulder and Hard Bottom combined into a Hard substrate class, and Wood

and Other were combined into an Other class. On average, both the Raw

and EGN datasets achieved overall accuracies of 0.87, mean IoU of 0.65,
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and Matthews Correlation Coefficient of 0.75 while the raw dataset had a

slightly better frequency weighted IoU of 0.79 compared to 0.78 for the EGN

datasets. On average, a featureless model achieved an overall accuracy of

0.59, frequency weighted IoU of 0.59, mean IoU of 0.2, and Matthews Cor-

relation Coefficient of 0.0. This grouping resulted in higher accuracies for

each grouped class compared to the underlying subclass (see Figures 10a and

10b).

4. Discussion

This study describes an end-to-end framework for processing datasets

from recreation-grade sonar instruments, with the following contributions:

1) development of sonogram-label segmentation datasets; 2) training deep

learning models; 3) evaluating model performance; and 4) integrating the

models in PING-Mapper to enable open-source and reproducible tools for

data processing and mapping. This is an improvement over existing manual

methods (i.e., Kaeser and Litts (2010)) due to the fact that modeled sub-

strate map generation is efficient and reproducible. Additionally, we encapsu-

late expert knowledge of substrate identification from sonograms, leveraging

a supervised modeling approach, something unsupervised approaches (i.e.,

Buscombe (2017); Hamill et al. (2018)) do not provide. We demonstrate the

value of open-source datasets and models by utilizing transfer learning from

pre-trained neural networks, underscoring the importance making workflows,

datasets, and models readily available in open-source repositories, enabling

future studies to benefit from the contributions of this study.
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(a) Accuracy metrics for Raw backscatter substrate classification.

(b) Accuracy metrics for EGN backscatter substrate classification.

Figure 9: 6-class substrate classification accuracy metrics on Raw backscatter (9a) and

Empirical Gain Normalized (EGN) backscatter (9b) across all folds.
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(a) Accuracy metrics for Raw backscatter soft hard, and other classifica-

tion.

(b) Accuracy metrics for EGN backscatter soft, hard, and other classifica-

tion.

Figure 10: 3-class substrate classification metrics on Raw backscatter (10a) and EGN

backscatter (10b) across all folds. Classes include Soft (fines ripple, fines flat classes),

Hard (cobble boulder, hard bottom classes), and Other (all remaining classes).
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4.1. Model output comparison

The pixel-wise accuracy metrics reported in Figures 9-10 indicate simi-

lar performance on each of the substrate classes when comparing the overall

accuracies. Examining individual model outputs begin to show where the

predictions are in good agreement between each model’s prediction and the

label, and instances where one of the models outperforms the other. Fig-

ure 11a is an example where both model outputs are in strong agreement

with one another. They are able to capture the two contiguous patches of

hard bottom and delineate the fines that fall between, even though the label

misclassified that section as hard bottom (Figure 11a). Agreement between

the model outputs does not guarantee that the predictions are accurate, how-

ever. Figure 11b shows such a case as both models predicted the hard bottom

patch to be fines flat.

There are other instances where one model clearly outperforms the other.

The EGN prediction achieves better consensus with the label compared with

the raw prediction (Figure 12a). The low contrast and intensity in the hard

bottom patch in the Raw image likely contributed to this misclassification

while the EGN correction increased the contrast of the rough texture. This

does not necessarily make the EGN prediction more accurate in all situa-

tions. For example, the Raw predicted hard bottom segmentation in Figure

12b more closely resembles the label. Additionally, the Raw prediction is

able segment a larger proportion of the two wood patches while the EGN

prediction segments a much smaller area.

When making these comparisons, it is important to consider that all labels

were created from Doodling substrates identified from the Raw sonograms.
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(a) Models correctly classify two distinct hard bottom patches.

(b) Models both incorrectly classify hard bottom and fines.

Figure 11: Example of agreement between EGN and Raw model outputs.
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(a) EGN outperforms Raw model.

(b) Models both incorrectly classify hard bottom and fines.

Figure 12: Example of disagreement between EGN and Raw model outputs.
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The substrate mosaic in Figure 6 and sonograms in Figures 11 and 12 show

that EGN corrections increases contrast and brightens low-energy backscat-

ter resulting from sound attenuation. These enhancements would benefit not

only the interpretation and Doodling of substrate patches, but may aid fit-

ting of the MLP that Doodler uses for inference to derive pixel-wise labels.

Future studies should investigate this further.

4.2. Field-based accuracy assessment

The model metrics reported in this study do not indicate how accurate

the maps are compared to true conditions in the field. Future work will as-

sess true map accuracy using reference data collected in the field from these

systems, providing an opportunity to compare this automated method with

previous manual mapping studies. This accuracy assessment will be less than

ideal as 1-3 years will have passed between the scan and field validation. Ad-

ditionally, the data are collected on highly dynamic alluvial systems that ex-

hibit shifting substrate mosaics which migrate downstream over time. These

factors will impact the assessment of true model accuracy and underscores

the need for quick, efficient, and reproducible approaches to mapping as pre-

sented in this study. These approaches drastically reduce the turn-around

time between data collection and mapping from months to hours, providing

more opportunity for field assessment, validation, and refining training sets

which will ultimately lead to more accurate models and maps.

4.3. First open-source sonar image-label datasets

Evaluating the use of semantic segmentation models on sonar imagery

has been limited by the fact that there are no open-source datasets avail-
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able, to our knowledge, necessitating the creation of project-specific datasets

(Steiniger et al., 2022). As a result, comparisons between existing methods

is difficult as there is no common benchmark. Another consideration is that

deep neural networks require a large volume of data to train high-quality

models, which is expensive with survey-grade sonar systems. In an effort to

push the field forward, the depth, shadow, and substrate image-label pairs

created for this study are open-source and available for download (Bodine,

2023) to enable future use across studies.

4.4. Generalization to other systems

The sonar data collected for this study, and the models and workflows that

result from them, are from datasets collected on highly sinuous Gulf Coastal

Plain freshwater river systems in Mississippi (see Figure 2). These rivers

contain large proportions of sand and gravel (i.e. fine or soft) substrates

with minimal rocky and hardened substrates (Ward et al., 2005). These

characteristics are not ubiquitous across all river systems, nor in estuarine

and marine environments. Therefore, the applicability and accuracy of these

models need to be assessed in the future by studies which utilize these tools

and models. If substrate maps generated from these studies are validated

and manually revised based on field assessments, they can be shared in an

open-source repository, allowing for research in other aquatic systems and

further refine model inference. The aquatic community, including researchers,

managers, and the public as a whole stands to benefit from sharing their tools,

models, and datasets.
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5. Conclusion

This study has presented a novel approach of automatically mapping

substrate patches from recreation-grade side-scan sonar systems using PING-

Mapper, an open-source Python package. The first open-source model-ready

datasets have been made available which labeled discrete patches of sub-

strate based on expert interpretation and semi-automated delineation using

Doodler and Make Sense. An Empirical Gain Normalization (EGN) tech-

nique is described and integrated into the package, enabling correction of

attenuation to sonar backscatter. The raw and EGN backscatter sonar im-

ages along with substrate labels were used to fit two independent seman-

tic segmentation models using prototype-ready workflows in Segmentation

Gym. The resulting models were integrated in PING-Mapper, enabling effi-

cient and reproducible export of georefrenced substrate maps. The substrate

models achieved an overall accuracy of 78%. This method greatly improves

substrate map generation across the landscape by removing the need to man-

ually delineate and classify substrates from recreation-grade side-scan sonar

instruments.

6. Data Availability

PING-Mapper software (Version 2.0.0) (Bodine and Buscombe, 2023a)

developed for this manuscript is licensed under MIT and archived on Zen-

odo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10120054). All training datasets

(Bodine, 2023) and segmentation models (Bodine and Buscombe, 2023b) are

licensed under MIT and archived on Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/

zenodo.10119320; https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10093642). The lat-
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est version of PING-Mapper is published on GitHub (https://github.com/

CameronBodine/PINGMapper).
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